Customizing Perimetric Locations Based on En Face Images of Retinal Nerve Fiber Bundles With Glaucomatous Damage
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Purpose: Prior studies suggested the use of customized perimetric locations in glaucoma; these studies were limited by imaging only the superficial depths of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and by prolonged perimetric testing. We aimed to develop a rapid perimetric test guided by high-resolution images of RNFL bundles.

Methods: We recruited 10 patients with glaucoma, ages 56 to 80 years, median 68 years, and 10 controls, ages 55 to 77 years, median 68 years. The patients were selected based on discrepancies between locations of glaucomatous damage for perimetric and structural measures. Montaging was used to produce optical coherence tomography en face images of the RNFL covering much of the 24-2 grid locations. In experiment 1, we presented the Goldmann size III stimulus at preselected retinal locations of glaucomatous damage, using just two contrasts. In experiment 2, we developed an elongated sinusoidal stimulus, aligned within the defect, to measure contrast sensitivities; abnormalities were defined based on lower 95% reference limits derived from the controls.

Results: The percentage of predicted locations where size III was not seen at 28 dB ranged from 16% to 80%, with a median of 48%. Contrast sensitivity for the sinusoidal stimulus was below the 95% reference range for 37 of 44 stimuli aligned within the defects.

Conclusions: We developed methods for rapid perimetric testing guided by en face images of the RNFL bundles in patients with glaucoma. Results indicated ganglion cell damage under all of the visible RNFL defects.

Translational Relevance: Customized perimetric locations have potential to improve clinical assessment of glaucoma.

Introduction

Perimetry is widely used to measure functional loss in patients with glaucoma, but these measurements do not necessarily have good correspondence with structural loss viewed with imaging. This discordance between structural and functional measures poses clinical challenges for diagnosis and management of patients with glaucoma. One of the sources of discordance is related to the relatively large spacing between the visual field (VF) locations (which are 6° apart horizontally and vertically) on the standard testing grid.¹–⁵ Prior studies demonstrated that perimetric tests with fixed grids did not show defects corresponding to the observed structural damage. These studies found that VF sampling could be improved by adding test locations guided by the structural data¹,²,⁵ or functional³,⁴ data. Targeted perimetry has not been proposed to replace the 24-2 grid because perimetric defects may occur in regions of the VF with no corresponding structural damage.⁶ These studies were limited by a prolonged testing time for targeted perimetry. In order for targeted perimetry to be useful clinically, it must be rapid because it is an additional perimetric test.

There were several attempts to study the projections of the retinal nerve fiber (RNFL) bundles in
control participants using fundus photographs and red-free fundus images with short wavelengths. These approaches, however, have their own limitations, such as the ability to visualize only superficial bundles in vivo and the variability resulting from the hand-tracing methods used.

Recently, improved in vivo imaging has made it possible to study the details of the projections of the RNFL bundles. En face views from optical coherence tomography (OCT) volume scans display images of RNFL bundles for a full range of depths below the inner limiting membrane (ILM). These images make it possible to follow the patterns of normal and damaged RNFL bundles as they project through the retina to the optic disc. Targeting retinal regions of damaged RNFL bundles with perimetric stimuli could improve perimetric correspondence with the structural loss and increase the confidence of clinicians when diagnosing and monitoring patients with glaucoma.

We aimed to develop a rapid perimetric exam that tests VF locations customized for each patient to correspond to regions of glaucomatous damage observed on en face images of the RNFL. This was an exploratory study conducted to assess proof of principle, in which a trained observer predicted regions of perimetric loss and these predictions were tested using customized perimetric locations. These results should help future studies develop clinically useful tests based on our findings.

RNFL bundles can contain axons from a wide range of retinal regions, so it is not obvious how to target perimetry based on en face RNFL images. We began with a pilot study to estimate the extent of perimetric damage compared to images, and then based on those findings, a trained observer learned how to make predictions for the primary study.

Methods

Participants

We recruited 20 participants, 10 patients with primary open-angle glaucoma and 10 age-similar controls. The age range for patients was 56 to 80 years, with a median of 68 years, and for control participants was 55 to 77 years, with a median of 68 years. Patients were selected from an ongoing glaucoma research project in our lab, based on glaucomatous damage observed on the OCT en face images of the RNFL bundles being greater than perimetric defects measured by the Humphrey Field Analyzer (HFA) using the 24-2 test pattern. The perimetric and structural losses in our patients were consistent with the definition of glaucoma, which is given in detail elsewhere. Informed consent was obtained for each participant before the testing sessions. The protocol for this study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Institutional review board approval was obtained at Indiana University.

Inclusion Criteria

Common inclusion criteria for both patients and age-similar control participants were a comprehensive eye examination within the last 3 years; best-corrected visual acuity better than or equal to 20/20, except for those older than 70 years for whom 20/30 was acceptable; no history of ocular disease except glaucoma; no history of eye surgery other than uncomplicated cataract surgery or glaucoma surgery; spherical equivalent of −3.0 to −6.0 diopters and cylindrical correction ≤3.0 diopters; and clear ocular media. Additional inclusion criteria for control participants were a normal cup-to-disc ratio and open anterior chamber angles as determined in the clinic charts.

Exclusion Criteria

For both patients with glaucoma and age-similar control participants, we excluded participants with diabetic retinopathy, prior vein occlusion, degenerative myopia, macular degeneration, and amblyopia. We also excluded participants having peripheral anterior synechiae, using medications that affect visual function, having epiretinal membrane advanced enough to prevent visualizing RNFL bundles, having abnormal optic disc or VF due to neurological disorders such as stroke or postchiasmatic disorders, or being difficult to image due to poor fixation. Additional exclusion criteria in control participants were IOP > 21 mm Hg for the last clinic visit or a glaucomatous appearance to the optic nerve head.

Equipment

Spectralis OCT

En face images of RNFL bundles were gathered using OCT (Spectralis OCT V. 6.0; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). We used dense vertical B-scans separated by 30 µm, composing four different rectangles. The first rectangle’s width and height was 25° × 20°, and the temporal fixation target was used so that the operator placed the rectangle temporal to the fovea. The second and third scans...
were each designed to cover a retinal area of $10^\circ \times 20^\circ$. These scans were designed to image superior and inferior macular regions by using fixation targets above and below the fovea. The fourth scan covered a $15^\circ \times 30^\circ$ rectangle that was centered on the optic disc, using the nasal fixation target. Participants’ eyes were dilated to allow rapid OCT measurements. We applied this protocol to obtain en face RNFL images corresponding to much of the VF area tested within the central $30^\circ$ of the retina.

The volume scans were exported from the Spectralis OCT and read by a custom MATLAB software program (Mathworks Inc., Natwick, MA), that was developed by our lab. This custom program was used to montage volume scans for different regions of the retina into a single volume scan and provided en face images at different depths from the ILM. Montages at different depths are shown in Figure 1. These montages were obtained by rotating and translating images to align the blood vessels; no magnification or warping was used.

Perimetry

Details for the customized perimetry station that we used have been described previously. In brief, we used a cathode-ray tube (CRT) system, controlled by a visual stimulus generator (ViSaGe; Cambridge Research Systems, Ltd., Rochester, Kent, UK) with a screen resolution of $800 \times 600$ pixels subtending $51^\circ \times 42^\circ$ of visual angle. To present the customized stimuli, the system was controlled by a custom MATLAB program. The background luminance was 20 cd/m$^2$ and the maximum stimulus luminance was 100 cd/m$^2$. There was a motorized headrest to control participants’ head position. A camera was attached to the testing station to monitor fixation. Also, a lens holder was centered in front of the screen at a distance of 33 cm; the participant’s spherical equivalent correction for this distance was used for the perimetric testing.

Study Design

Pilot Study

Because damaged RNFL may reflect damage to ganglion cells from a wide range of locations, a pilot

Figure 1. Four montages of en face images from vertical dense scans of one patient with glaucoma. We increased the distance from the ILM to better visualize the shape and width of the glaucomatous damage to the RNFL. The RNFL damage appears as a gray arc that begins at the bottom of the optic disc and at 16 $\mu$m follows an arc to the temporal side of the macula. At greater depths, this becomes darker and wider.
study was conducted to train a clinician (author MSA) to predict perimetric loss. First, in order to appreciate the normal variability in RNFL structure, the clinician reviewed en face RNFL montages at depths 4 to 160 \( \mu \text{m} \) from the ILM from more than 50 people free of eye disease, ages 20 to 85 years. The clinician also reviewed montages from 30 patients with glaucoma and compared these with 24-2 perimetric defects superimposed on the RNFL montages. The VF locations were aligned with the en face images by aligning fixation on perimetry with the foveal location on the montage. To assess whether effects of head tilt or cyclorotation were substantial, we also compared the location of the blind spot during perimetry with the location of the optic nerve in the montage. When we constructed the montages, we kept the images in units of the degrees of visual angle in order to match the VF locations with retinal locations.

Five patients with glaucoma were chosen based on the discordance observed between the RNFL en face images and VF defects with the 24-2. These patients had participated in our studies for many years, and the discordance was consistently repeated. Each patient was invited to participate in a 1-hour visit to the lab. After visual acuity and Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity were checked, the patient was tested with targeted perimetry. For the rest of the hour, the patient underwent perimetry and imaging for other studies.

Size III Stimulus. For each patient, the trained observer selected 40 to 60 VF locations for testing with size III within the retinal region with RNFL defect(s). The perimetric locations were chosen to follow the low-reflectance regions of the RNFL because we hypothesized that the low reflectance was caused by glaucomatous insult. Locations were placed at least 0.5° apart. Perimetric locations were selected to be within the RNFL defects at superficial and deep depths of the RNFL. First, superficial depths of the RNFL (as deep as \( \sim 24 \mu \text{m} \) from the ILM) were used to visualize the RNFL damage at the temporal raphe. Greater depths were used to visualize RNFL damage where the RNFL is highly packed around the macula. Locations predicted to have defects were placed inside and just outside the regions of RNFL damage, while locations predicted to not have defects were placed at areas adjacent to the RNFL damage. This was done to determine whether or not the perimetric defect was wider than the damage we observe on the en face images.

Testing with the size III stimulus (a 0.4° circular luminance increment) used two contrast levels in two separate tests, 100% and 50% Weber contrast. These correspond to 25 and 28 dB, respectively, on the HFA.\(^{14}\) These two contrast levels were used to compensate for differences in the height of the hill of vision\(^{15}\) 100% contrast would be appropriate for those with a low hill of vision and 50% contrast for a high hill of vision. For each contrast level, one presentation of the stimulus was made at each location, selected randomly.

Sinusoidal Stimulus. The trained observer selected two to four VF locations (depending on whether RNFL damage was on both the superior and inferior retina) within damaged RNFL regions for testing with a much larger sinusoidal stimulus that was aligned with the defect.

Testing with the sinusoidal stimulus used the elongated derivative of Gaussian stimulus\(^{16}\) shown in Figure 2; peak spatial frequency was 1.0 cycle per degree (cpd), and an orthogonal Gaussian window had a standard deviation of 0.71°. This choice of stimulus spatial frequency was used as a trade-off between the stimulus being high enough to fit within narrow defects and low enough to resist effects of astigmatism and peripheral defocus.\(^{17}\) Temporal
presentation was three cycles of 5-Hz counterphase flicker. We used a ZEST algorithm\textsuperscript{18,19} to measure contrast sensitivity in which the order of tested perimetric locations was randomized across trials. This algorithm used six presentations at each customized retinal location.\textsuperscript{19}

The sinusoidal stimulus was oriented with the RNFL defect. For a potential within-subject control for variations in the height of the hill of vision, the stimulus was also presented with an orthogonal orientation to determine whether aligning the stimulus with the defect yielded a deeper defect. To assess accuracy in finding the center of the defect, another two locations were chosen above and below the primary stimulus, referred to as the “upper” and “lower” stimuli. Both oriented and orthogonal stimuli were presented at each location. These locations were separated from the primary location by \(1^\circ\) (up or down) on the \(y\)-axis for the same \(x\) location.

**Results of Pilot Study.** This pilot study found that patients with glaucoma often did not respond to the size III stimulus for most of the VF locations corresponding to RNFL defects seen on the en face images. Perimetric defects were more extensive than the trained observer had originally expected based on review of the 24-2 results; thus in the main study, a larger number of locations were selected for testing with size III. For the sinusoidal stimulus, there was substantial within-subject and between-subject variability; thus, for the main study, there were repeat visits and recruitment of control subjects.

**Main Study**

The five patients with glaucoma from the pilot study were invited to participate in three further study visits, as were five more patients with glaucoma, selected in the same manner, and 10 age-similar control subjects. The visits were separated by at least 24 hours and no more than 3 weeks. At each study visit, visual acuity and Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity were measured, and then perimetry was conducted with the size III stimulus and with the sinusoidal stimulus. For the patients with glaucoma, testing with the size III stimulus was performed on the first two visits. For all subjects, testing with the sinusoidal stimulus was performed on all three visits. The remainder of each visit included perimetry and/or imaging for other studies.

**Size III Stimulus.** For the size III stimulus, we employed the suprathreshold strategy described above, using Weber contrasts of 50\% and 100\%.

Based on the pilot data, in order to better assess the extent of the perimetric loss, we presented stimuli at extra locations adjacent to the regions of glaucoma-tous damage as seen on the en face images. This resulted in two groups of locations: those at which it was predicted that the stimulus would not be seen and those at which it was predicted that the stimulus would be seen. The number of perimetric locations tested ranged from 70 to 98, with a median of 80 across all patients. Each location was tested with a single stimulus presentation for a given contrast. For each contrast level, half of locations were tested in one session and half in a second. Therefore, for a given visit there were a total of four perimetric tests with the suprathreshold strategy.

For each patient, visit, and stimulus contrast, we calculated the percentage of true positives: perimetric locations that had been predicted to have defects and for which the patient did not respond to the size III stimulus. We also calculated the percentage of true negatives: perimetric locations that had been predicted to have no defects and for which the patient did respond to the size III stimulus. These percentages were compared for the two visits (visit 2 minus visit 1), to assess repeatability of the findings. For remaining analyses, the results for the two visits were averaged to give a single percentage.

To assess whether or not our choice of a 2-fold difference in the two contrast levels was appropriate for the size III stimulus, we compared the true positive and true negative rates using 50\% vs. 100\% contrast levels. A sign test for matched pairs was used for this comparison, with the prediction that more locations would be seen with 100\% contrast than with 50\% contrast.

**Sinusoidal Stimulus.** The sinusoidal stimulus described above and shown in Figure 2 was used to measure contrast sensitivity employing the ZEST algorithm mentioned above. For the patients with glaucoma, three to six locations were identified based on the pattern and extent of RNFL damage. As described above, for each selected location there were also two additional locations \(1^\circ\) above and below, and at all three locations, both oriented and orthogonal stimuli were presented.

For the control subjects, the goal was to obtain reference limits for identifying defects in the patient data. All control participants were tested with a perimetric grid that we created to include all of the perimetric locations that we had selected to be presented to the patients. If a group of locations
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was separated by 1° or less in x and y values, then the average of these locations was used. This grid contained 76 locations, so we divided the examination into four sessions to reduce the effect of fatigue; we presented 18 locations in session 1, 20 locations in sessions 2 and 3, and 18 locations in session 4. At each location, both orientations of the stimulus were used, for a total of 152 contrast sensitivities.

The primary analysis tested two hypotheses regarding the centered stimuli, whereas a secondary analysis was used to evaluate results for the upper and lower stimuli. For the two hypotheses, we used a 1-tailed two-proportion z-test to assess the difference between patient and control groups; the significance level was set at \( P < 0.025 \) after Bonferroni correction. Each proportion was calculated as the number of locations with abnormal contrast sensitivity divided by the total number of tested locations. To reduce the effect of test-retest variability, we calculated the average of the contrast sensitivities for the three visits.

The first hypothesis was that there would be abnormal contrast sensitivities for the stimulus oriented within the RNFL defects in patients with glaucoma. Abnormality was defined based on the values from age-similar control participants using the same stimulus orientation and similar locations. An abnormal contrast sensitivity was defined as a sensitivity that fell below the 95% reference range derived from the contrast sensitivities that we found in the control participants. We assumed a Gaussian distribution for which 2.5% of contrast sensitivity values from the age-similar controls are expected to fall below the 95% reference range.

The second hypothesis was that, for the centered stimulus, contrast sensitivity would be lower when the stimulus was aligned with the defect than when the stimulus was orthogonally presented. Abnormality was defined as in the first hypothesis: values outside the 95% reference range for orientation differences. For the primary analysis, we compared proportions of abnormal differences in contrast sensitivity for the oriented and the orthogonal stimuli.

A secondary analysis was of the proportion of locations with abnormal contrast sensitivity for the upper and lower stimuli. The same definition of abnormality was applied as for the first hypothesis.

**Results**

Figure 3 shows results for the size III stimulus. Test-retest for the true positive rates had mean (SD) 4.4% (8.1%) for 50% contrast and 5.0% (6.5%) for 100% contrast. For all 10 patients, the mean true positive rates were higher for 50% contrast than for 100% contrast; the sign test reached statistical significance (10 of 10, \( P < 0.001 \)). Mean true positive rates ranged from 16% to 80% (median 48%) for 50% contrast (Fig. 3, middle column) and from 8% to 74% (median 31%) for 100% contrast (Fig. 3, right column). Test-retest for the true negative rates had mean (SD) –2.2% (12.2%) for 50% contrast and 2.7% (12.4%) for 100% contrast. Mean true negative rates ranged from 0% to 85% (median 74%) for 50% contrast and from 14% to 98% (median 90%) for 100% contrast.

Figure 4 shows results for the experiment with the sinusoidal stimulus oriented with the defect. We found that 37 of 44 contrast sensitivities fell below the 95% reference range derived from Gaussian analysis of data from the age-similar control participants, and only 5 of 380 contrast sensitivities from the age-similar control participants fell below. Every patient had at least two locations with contrast sensitivity below the reference limit. The overall proportion of locations with contrast sensitivity below the reference limit was 0.84 in patients and 0.01 in control participants, a difference of 0.83 (\( P < 0.001 \)).

Figure 5 shows the difference in contrast sensitivities for the oriented and orthogonal stimuli, which for most controls and patients was within ±0.2 log unit. The orthogonal stimuli showed only 14 of 44 locations falling below the 95% reference range. For the age-similar control participants, there were 12 of 380 locations with orthogonal presentations that fell below the 95% reference range. The proportion of locations with abnormal differences was 0.32 in patients and 0.04 in control participants, a difference of 0.28 (\( P < 0.001 \)).

Similar results were obtained with stimulus locations 1° above and below the chosen location. Out of 44 locations, there were 33 (above) and 30 (below) contrast sensitivities below the reference range, with proportions of 0.75 and 0.68, respectively.

**Discussion**

This was an exploratory study that found that retinal regions with RNFL damage on en face imaging also had perimetric defects. This was surprising because the RNFL at a given retinal location contains axons from distant retinal ganglion cells as well as from the retinal ganglion cells underlying it. If this finding is confirmed in further
studies, it will both provide a basis for targeted perimetry and give insight into the pathophysiology of the disease.

The first line of evidence for the extent of damage was taken from testing with the size III stimulus, which is the conventional perimetric stimulus, but in our case was presented on a CRT. These small stimuli are useful for locating the edges of defects, but due to...
their small size are not efficient for measuring contrast sensitivity across a wide number of locations. Therefore, we used a suprathreshold approach and found evidence of damaged ganglion cells under all of the damaged RNFLs seen in our montages. Test-retest similarities in the extent of damage strengthened this evidence.

The second line of evidence was from testing with
the much larger sinusoidal stimulus, which was designed to be elongated so that it could fit within an RNFL defect. As expected from the suprathreshold testing with size III, contrast sensitivity was abnormally low at almost all locations we tested. Similar results were obtained with stimuli placed 1° vertically above and below the central stimulus. This is strong evidence that in these patients there was ganglion cell damage in most retinal locations where RNFL damage was seen.

These results confirmed and extended findings from prior studies that RNFL images can be used to guide targeted perimetry. There was considerable between-subject variability in the extent of damage found with the size III stimulus and in the depth of defect measured with the sinusoidal stimulus. A larger study with many more patients would be necessary to determine the causes of this variability.

We had to select the appropriate distance from the ILM for each patient in order to define the width and shape of the damage to the RNFL; the range of distances we used was from 16 to 48 μm from the ILM. Our choice of the depth for the OCT en face images was based on the best view of the damage as we increased the depth through the RNFL. Some of

the variability our findings may be due to the choice of which depth to use to guide targeted perimetry.

The pattern of perimetric defects derived with the size III stimulus followed, in general, the path of damaged RNFL bundles to the optic disc. This finding indicates that locations with perimetric defects corresponded well with retinal regions of glaucomatous damage to the RNFL, which potentially supports our approach to increase clinicians’ confidence when diagnosing and managing patients with glaucoma. There were two patients who responded to stimuli at most of the locations (third and fourth rows in Fig. 3) in which the pattern of perimetric defects did not correspond as well to retinal regions of the glaucomatous damage to RNFL. These two patients had mean deviations of −0.8 and +1.4 dB, respectively, and narrow RNFL defects. Contrast sensitivity for the sinusoidal stimulus was reduced at some locations in these patients, as seen in Figures 4 and 6.

We chose fixed contrast levels at all locations, rather than varying contrast across locations, to avoid effects of variability in the shape of the hill of vision between participants. In eyes free of disease, the sensitivity to size III declines monotonically with eccentricity, although the pattern of the decline varies across people and across meridians, and for small stimuli, shadows of the blood vessels can cause
angioscotomas. Localized glaucomatous defects cause a nonmonotonic hill of vision.

We designed an elongated sinusoidal stimulus to measure sensitivity over a large area with glaucomatous damage so that we could use only a few locations with this stimulus in order to keep test duration relatively brief. For size III suprathreshold testing, the average test duration was 2:37 (minute:second) for 50% contrast (range, 2:08–3:37) and 2:31 for 100% contrast (range, 2:06–3:14). For the sinusoidal stimulus, the average test duration was 5:27 (range, 3:23–7:09) for patients and 5:10 (range, 4:33–5:47) for control participants.

As can be observed in Figure 4, a few patients had locations corresponding to RNFL defects, yet had contrast sensitivities similar to control participants. We interpreted this as meaning that these patients either had a high hill of vision or had mild perimetric loss resulting from subtle glaucomatous damage. It is also possible that there might have been eye movements during the test or that the stimulus was presented at the edge of the glaucomatous damage, thus was presented at a retinal region that was healthier than the location we intended to target. Another possible explanation is that the locations we targeted still had remaining ganglion cells, but we were not able to observe their bundles due to the limited resolution. It has been reported that the reflectance from the RNFL bundles is approximately two times brighter than the surrounding tissues. This means that a reduction to about half of the normal RNFL bundle reflectance does not necessarily represent total loss of the RNFL bundles. Therefore, there might have been remaining RNFL bundles whose ganglion cells mediated the contrast sensitivities.

Because we used a peak spatial frequency of 1 cpd for the sinusoidal stimulus, we expected, in people free of eye disease, very little effect of orientation on contrast sensitivity. We hypothesized that there would be a considerable orientation effect on the contrast sensitivity in patients with glaucoma. There was a statistically significant difference between proportions of abnormal differences in sensitivities to the oriented and orthogonal stimuli in patients, but the difference in contrast sensitivities between the oriented and orthogonal stimuli did not identify as many defects (Fig. 5) as did contrast sensitivity to the oriented stimulus alone (Fig. 4). One explanation for this could be that the extent of damage was so great that contrast sensitivity was reduced for both orientations. In any event, the proposal of a within-subject control was not justified by these data.

In summary, we found functional defects wherever we saw RNFL damage, a finding that, if confirmed, has the potential to lead to clinically useful targeted...
perimetry that could increase confidence for clinicians when diagnosing and managing patients with glaucomatous damage. Further research is warranted to improve and apply the approach we developed.
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